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Introduction and Background The prevalence of cigarette use is a subsiding health issue among college campuses. However, cigarette smoking has triggered about one in five deaths each year in the United States, and is the leading preventable cause of death in the nation (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2014b). Currently, young adults ages 18 to 24 uphold the highest adult smoking prevalence rate of 26.8 % in the United States. Throughout the state of Indiana this primary age group possesses the premier smoking rate of 34.6 % among adults in the state (Indiana State Department of health [ISDH], 2008). It is common for students experiencing high levels of stress from school work, relationships, jobs, or the daily hassles of life to utilize cigarettes as a stress reliever. College students who are current smokers are also heavily influenced by their peers to believe that social smoking is acceptable. It is common for daily cigarette smokers to have begun smoking in high school between the ages of 14 and 16. At this point the habit has been formally developed causing individuals to transition into their college career maintaining the behavior. Therefore, it has been observed that the lower the grade level an adolescent begins to smoke the more likely they are to become an adult smoker (Negriff, Dorn, & Bin, 2010). Students who were adolescent smokers are more likely to increase their smoking frequency and amount while in school. The younger an individual begins to smoke cigarettes is also a negative factor that will later cause failure in smoking cessation. Nonetheless, many college students tend to initiate their smoking between the ages of 18 and 19 once they have settled into campus life. More students claim to have tried tobacco for the first time while in college than in their youth (ISDH, 2008). While one is in college they are at the peak age to develop habits that they will maintain for the remainder of their life. Entering college is a young adult’s first chance at freedom so they tend to experiment with hopes of transitioning into more mature behaviors. Many current smokers have observed a relative or close friend maintain the habit which encouraged them to attempt their first
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cigarette. According to the American College Health Association (2014), 12.7 % of students reported cigarette use within the last 30 days. Throughout a college campus, the male and female ratio is generally equal. When it concerns which gender smokes cigarettes more frequently, males have slightly higher rates. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the percentage of males who smoke is 20.5%, while the prevalence of female smokers is 15.8% (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC], 2014a). To be of a low socioeconomic status in comparison to a high socioeconomic status affects the occurrence of a person maintaining the habit of smoking. According to Garrett et al. (2011), adults who possess: lower levels of educational attainment, are unemployed; or who live at, near, or below the U.S. federal poverty level are considered to be of low socioeconomic status. The geographic make up of Ball State University students’ places of residence are divided between that of living on-campus and living off-campus. Ball State University residence halls prohibit smoking cigarettes. As for all campus building, outdoor structures, and parking garages; the use of tobacco products, including smokeless and chewing tobacco, is prohibited (Ball State University, 2013b). This tobacco free campus policy has been implemented to decrease the risk of secondhand smoke and students fostering the habit of smoking cigarettes. There are no longer any designated smoking areas, but smokers are able to take smoke breaks anywhere off campus as long as they are at least 500 feet away from campus property. If an individual breaks this policy they can be charged $100 fee (Ball State University, 2013b). Whereas students who reside off-campus in houses or apartments freely smoke cigarettes as frequently as they see fit without enforced limitations within their place of residence. Outside of the Ball State community there are current laws and policies that prohibit cigarette smoking in public places, such as restaurants or on other college campuses across the nation. Nonetheless, such regulations obligate cigarette smokers to go out of their way to enjoy the habit. Many
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cigarette smokers have to smoke in their cars or wait for smoke breaks where they have to stand outside regardless of the weather. Alcohol consumption among college students is a risky behavior that potentially leads to cigarette smoking. If an individual participated in binge drinking during their high school years there is a strong probability that it is linked to smoking cigarettes while in college. This occurs if the student’s alcohol consumption pattern remains the same as it was during their high school years or increases (Emmons, 2011). When students drink they tend to try new behaviors, and smoking is a common behavior attempted while intoxicated. This stems a new addiction that students may potentially develop. For students who classify themselves as nondaily smokers, alcohol acts as an environmental cue that triggers them to engage in the behavior (Campbell, Bozec, McGrath, & Barrett, 2012). When nondaily smokers drink alcohol they are more likely to increase the number of cigarettes they smoke while intoxicated, while simultaneously increasing their alcohol intake. The majority of college students seek to fit in with their surroundings. There are many factors that influence students to start smoking cigarettes such as relatives, peers, societal level, school, and their community. Students are sensation seeking, and need the perception of approval of cigarettes by others, and are greatly influenced by their current societal level or the societal level that they wish to achieve, which are all potential factors that can influence to cigarette smoking. A qualitative study conducted by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, which examined 912 freshmen students at Midwestern University concluded that college students smoke at events to get a break from the hectic environment at parties (Nichter & Carkoglu, 2007) In our focus group we discovered the primary reason college students smoke cigarettes is because they believe it aids in relieving their stress (Lemon, Siepker, Thorn, Watts, & Ballastero, 2014). High levels of stress can affect students’ susceptibility to seek unhealthy forms of relief such as smoking cigarettes. Students that have high stress levels are more likely to consistently seek relief from smoking
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cigarettes rather than engaging in healthier stress relieving behaviors. During times of stress, students often prefer to quickly and conveniently deal with their stressors pushing them to accept the quick liberation cigarettes provide. They deem smoking cigarettes to be beneficial with decreasing high stress levels meaning they only engage in the habit when they feel highly overwhelmed. When students smoke they feel euphoria from the nicotine which increases their ability to stay up late and concentrate on tasks that need to be completed. Students who are current smokers at Ball State University do not perceive their selves to be susceptible to sustaining a chronic health issue due to their cigarette use. Universally, cigarette smoking is detrimental to the overall health of human beings. It is general knowledge that cigarette smoking is correlated with a variety of cancers such as lung and esophageal cancer. It is also known to cause premature ageing and increases the risk of heart disease. Students who begin smoking at an early age are more susceptible to developing chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder (COPD). COPD is a great health risk acquired from; smoking cigarettes, using other tobacco products, or from secondhand smoke. This disorder is primarily characterized as causing individuals to experience shortness of breath (COPD Foundation, 2014). Smoker’s Cough is also a symptom developed when an individual smokes for a great duration of their lifetime. This cough usually consists of phlegm build-up within the lungs from the tar contained in cigarettes thus damaging the smoker's lungs. Other serious health issues that can occur due to cigarette use include cancers within the bladder, oropharynx, and even stomach. The university offers premier smoking cessation services to students free of charge through the Health, Alcohol, and Drug Education office. Such services include a six-week support group style program hosted every semester titled, Kick Butts and Win. The weekly meetings consist of tools to stop smoking including weekly support group meetings, fitness classes, health and nutrition assessments, and stress management counseling (Ball State University, 2014b). There are also incentives offered to the students who are most successful with quitting. Another campus service is the Ready to Quit program
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which offers the American Cancer Society’s Fresh Start smoking cessation program free of charge to Ball State students wishing to stop smoking (Ball State University, 2014b). This entails a counseling appointment that students are able to schedule at their convenience with a certified Health Educator. The program provides strategies for quitting and offers support to keep students motivated. Efforts have been made both worldwide and nationally to decrease the prevalence of cigarette smoking. As of May 31st, 1987 the World Health Organization (WHO) declared that each year the 31st of May is World No Tobacco Day. In this proclamation WHO and its partners requested that countries implement tax and price policies on tobacco products as a way to reduce tobacco consumption. The organization's efforts target people living in low-and middle-income countries (World Health Organization (WHO), 2014). Moreover, the decision to ban the selling of cigarettes at certain stores is becoming a frequent action that prevents consumers from purchasing them. CVS Caremark, the country’s largest drugstore chain in overall sales, has decided that the company will discontinue the selling of cigarettes and other tobacco products as of October 2014 (Strom, 2014). With this large drugstore ban, the doors have opened for other stores to follow suit and prohibit the sale of any tobacco products. Another aspect of prevention throughout stores today is the pricing of cigarettes being that large taxes are added to the product. There are current laws and policies that prohibit cigarette smoking in public places, such as restaurants or on college campuses. These regulations have been implemented in the state of Indiana to allow residents to experience smoke-free air plus reduce their risk of developing chronic illnesses (Indiana State Department of Health [ISDH], 2014a). On July 1st, 2012, Delaware County put the Indiana Smoke-Free Law into effect, thus prohibiting smoking in most public places and employment establishments. All Delaware County business establishments are required by state regulation to post signage indicating that smoking within eight feet of all public areas or entrances is prohibited. This law addresses the fact that individuals should be proactive in remaining up-to-date on the policies being
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addressed and passed by their local legislatures. The state of Indiana has also raised the excise tax on cigarettes to $0.995 per pack as of January 1, 2014. The goal of the tax increase is to decrease cigarette purchases made by students. Although smoking cigarettes is not a growing issue it is one that prevails among college students who tend to overlook the severity of cigarette use. For the issue to be eliminated students must take a stand and increase their awareness of the harmful health consequences, and available resources offered throughout campus.
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Target Audience Primary Audience and Rationale - The target population of Break the Crave are male and female college students ranging from the ages of 18 and 24 years old. This primary population is made up of a variety of ethnicities and socioeconomic statuses enrolled at Ball State University. There are two subdivisions of the current smokers that discuss their motivation to continue smoking. One factor that divides our target audience is students who report their cigarette use as being their method of coping with high levels of stress. The second dynamic that divides our target audience is the fact that students perceive smoking cigarettes to be an acceptable social norm. The target consumers are current smokers at Ball State University. They do not believe that they are susceptible to sustaining grave and chronic health issues that cigarette use entails. These students perceive smoking as a reliable means to reduce their high levels of stress, and believe the habit is more beneficial than harmful. Moreover, because our target consumers range from the ages of 18 and 24 years old, the fact that they are still young contributes to their perceived invulnerability. The majority utilizes smoking as a method to socialize with their friends and to meet new people. They perceive smoking to be a social norm that allows their social environment to be more relaxed, as well as, make them appear more approachable. This infers that smokers associate with other smokers since it is accepted amidst their peer group. Due to the habit being normalized, the negative consequences are downplayed and easily overlooked by our target consumer. As mentioned, current smokers at Ball State University express that they are highly stressed individuals who are influenced by their surrounding environments. Certain stress can be a result of course loads, financial issues, or relationship issues at home or school. Since many of the targeted individuals use smoking to deal with the stressors of their life, they often believe that they will not be able to properly handle their stress levels if they were to quit smoking. Simply quitting their cigarette use for prolonged periods of time can cause them to stress out more. As for these individuals being
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influenced by their environment; is it not uncommon for them to continue the habit solely based on the potential undesirable judgment they may experience from their social circle if they chose to quit. One of the final segments Break the Crave will target is, Ball State University students who report high levels of stress as one of the main factors preventing them from being able to quit smoking. The program will focus on students who suffer from chronic stress issues and those who do not know how to properly manage their stress. The next segment our group will target is Ball State University students who perceive cigarette smoking as an acceptable social norm. This audience will be most susceptible to attending social gatherings and associating with peer groups who negatively influence their decision making abilities. The promotion and implementation of Break the Crave can occur during Welcome Week at the university which happens during the first week of each Fall semester. If this audience is consistently reached from their freshman year until graduation, it is likely that smoking cessation will be their predominant attitude towards cigarettes.
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Goal and Objectives Goal: By the end of academic year 2015-2016, 55% of Ball State University student smokers will quit smoking. Objective 1: By March 2016, 60% of Ball State University students who are current smokers will attend two or more smoking cessation program events held on campus. Objective 2: By March 2016, 75% of Ball State University students who are current smokers will know 3 or more harmful toxins contained in cigarettes. Objective 3: By April 2016, 45% of Ball State University students will seek the assistance of Ball State University smoking cessation resources offered through the counseling center, hotlines, and support groups to quit smoking. Objective 4: By April 2016, 55% of Ball State University’s students will find healthier alternatives to relieve stress other than smoking cigarettes.
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Pretesting Concepts and Messages Focus group moderator’s guide for Focus Group #1 Good evening everyone, I am (all group members state their name starting with the moderator)! Our focus of today is that of cigarette smoking among the college population. We are here today to collect your opinions and learn of your experiences through; a survey and group activities. As a disclaimer, your opinions will be recorded only to be viewed by our group and HSC 394 professor. However, this is an anonymous focus group and a judgment free zone. Just a disclaimer that we do have a few ground rules doe this evening. First, please respect others when they are speaking and only speak when it is your time to do so. Speak clearly and thoroughly for the recording. Please be open and honest about your opinions in the survey and with your response to questions. If there are any questions you would like to ask to your peers please feel free to do so in a respectful manner Questions not asked in survey •



When did you start smoking?



•



Who did you start smoking with?



•



Do you prefer to smoke socially or alone?



•



What do they think people could do instead of smoking?



•



Are there emotions you experience while smoking that influences your continuous use?



•



What forms of media grab your attention the most when it comes to purchasing or taking interest in anything? (Internet, Social media, TV, Radio, Email, Newspapers, Fliers, etc.)



•



Do the opinions of close friends effect any decisions you may make?



•



What is your definition of a smoker?
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Activities •



Survey: Asks questions about students’ backgrounds and experiencing with smoking. Seek completed survey from focus group in side pocket of binder.



•



“Man from the moon” routine: I’m from the moon; I’ve never heard of cigarettes. Describe them to me. Why would I want to try one? Convince me. [Split students into two groups and allow them the chance to advertise their perceived benefits of cigarettes to our group in under 60 seconds]



•



PowerPoint presentation: Decipher which celebrities are smokers/non-smokers based off of their status, appearance, and your prior knowledge of them.
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Transcription of Focus Group #1 Briana: Alright, so good evening everyone, I am Briana Lemon. Riley: Riley Watts Kourtney: Kourtney Thorn Ashley: Ashley Ballestero Kelli: Kelli Siepker (INTRO) Briana: Alright, and our focus of today is that of cigarette smoking among the college population. We are here today to collect your opinion and learn of your experiences through; a survey and a few group activities. And as a disclaimer, your opinions will be recorded only to be viewed by our group and HSC 394 professor. However, this is an anonymous focus group and a judgment free zone. So I have a few ground rules and the first one is to please respect others when they are speaking and only speak when it is your time to do so. Speak clearly and thoroughly for the recording here. Please be open and honest about your opinions in your survey and with your response to questions. And if there are any questions you would like to ask us or your peers throughout the process, please feel free to do so in a respectful manner. Briana: So has everyone completed the survey before I continue? Okay, what I’m going to do is have you all pass down the surveys just face down to the end of the table. The surveys are to answer the majority of our questions about simple things about your personal experience so that you can answer them freely without feeling any judgment or bias being passed towards you. Alright, so one question I do have for you before we start any group activities is, “what forms of media grab your attention the most when it comes to purchasing or taking interest in anything?” So when you’re sitting at home or on your laptop or in class or browsing through your phone, what makes you want to go out and buy something? Is it TV, Internet, Radio? You don’t have to raise your hand, you can just start speaking. Girl in green: TV Briana: Alright, what do you like about television that grabs your attention? Girl in green: I like the jingles Briana: You like the jingles. Okay, cool. Does anybody else have something besides TV that grabs their attention the most? Girl in white: Um, I see stuff on the internet all the time like sites like Groupon and or anything like stores and stuff and it makes me want to buy something. Briana: Alright, so I know we are all college students so she mentioned Groupon. So Groupon is a big coupon/money saving thing. So anything saving you money probably something they make look really cool and hip that’s something like that. Because Groupon is like that app on your phone that you can use, correct? Okay, anybody else have any different forms of media that grab their attention when shopping? No? Please don’t feel so shy to talk; I need you guys to talk. Briana: Alright and when it comes to you doing anything whether it’s um, shopping or engaging in any activities such as hiking…um do the opinions of your close friends, family members, or even distant
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friends affect the decisions that you make? Multiple group members: nod and say yes Briana: I see some head nods going, so everyone’s giving me like a yeah? Okay. So you would say your friends they kind of influence you and you go to them before you do something completely major and probably talk it out with them even if you don’t take their advice or their opinion all the way, you still talk it through with them to see what they feel. Briana: Alright so our first activity for today, we are going to have you guys split into groups. And you guys already have your tables so the table you’re at will be your group. Perfect. And the first routine is “Man from the Moon” I am from the moon; I’ve never heard of cigarettes. Describe them to me. Why would I want to try one? And I need you to convince me. So what I’ll need you to do is, you need to think of like a 60 second type of ad that you would sell cigarettes to me. I know that sounds odd, trying to sell cigarettes, but yeah. So I am from the moon, I’ve never heard of cigarettes, and I need you to describe them to me and also convince me as to why I would want to try one. So starting now, I’ll give you guys about 5 minutes to think of something and if I see you guys are done before that then we can start with the advertisements. Briana: So it can be any type of song or we have a dry erase board right here if you need it. (5 minute group activity) Briana: Alright so I need the first group of lovely ladies to tell me. I am from the moon; I have never heard of cigarettes, I need you to describe them to me. Why would I want to try one? Convince me. Group 1 (all girl table): Um, Well cigarettes help relieve stress. So if you’re feeling stressful, like you have a test then they’re perfect for you. Also they are popular for people our age, so you’re like from the moon, so you and I could make some friends while we smoke some cigarettes and you can make a lot of friends that way. Briana: Okay so we have friends and they relieve stress. So good ways if I’m from the moon I need to make all the friends as possible from Ball State so smoking is a good way to do that. So that’s a good conversation starter. Alright, second group are you guys ready? Boy in grey: Yup, ours is pretty technical so… Group 2 (Co-ed table): You wanted to know what cigarettes were first so. Okay so a cigarette is a cylindrical paper tube, filled with tobacco leaves. When lit it creates fast burning combustion which is inhaled into the lungs via the mouth. It produces an effect which relaxes the nervous system which releases dopamine into the brain to produce a good feeling effect. Cigarettes are great because they make you look cool and they help with stressful situations, as they said. They also are great tools for socialization with peers and making new friends.
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Briana: Okay I see that a common factor is stress and I know what cigarettes are. So kudos to both teams! So we have the common factors (see you ladies, thank you for coming) *Two girls left for another meeting they had to attend Briana: The common factor we have for cigarettes is that socialization looks cool, very popular, relives all the stress that college students have. So before we go onto the next activity which is a cool PowerPoint, I have two questions to ask. The first question is “What is your initial thought when you hear the word craving?” What do you think about when you hear the word craving? Girl (black sleeves): Something you desire Briana: Something you desire. Girl (in pink): Snacks like chocolate Guy (in grey): Cigarettes Briana: Okay, so we have something you desire, snacks, chocolate, and cigarettes. Alright and what comes to mind when you think of a smoker? I’ll give an example, when I think of a smoker I see my grandma. I think about my grandma. So that’s what I think about when I think about what a smoker is. My old grandma. *(laughs)* Briana: Does anyone else have anything that comes to mind, it could be words, a person, anything. Guy (in grey): I think about movies Briana: Movies. Modern movies or old time? Guy (in grey): both, but more so modern. Girl (black sleeves): I think about parties and socializing. Briana: Parties like here, like house parties or club parties? Girl (black sleeves): House parties, I guess Briana: Okay, like inside or when you’re chilling outside because it’s too hot to be in the party? Girl (black sleeves): Yeah Briana: Alright, I’m just trying to get all the details. Anybody else think of anything when they think of the word smoker? Guy (in grey): I think about big cities. Briana: Big cities. So you think about busy people, with a lot of high levels of stress, with a lot of things going on, and a lot of friends?
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Guy (in grey): Yes Briana: Okay, so now we have Riley. He made a really cool PowerPoint for you guys and we are going to ask you to guess what celebrities smoke cigarettes. So give us one moment while we get the screens back up and going. Riley: Alright so we have some celebrities here. So guess what celebrities smoke cigarettes. So the first one is Chris Brown. So what do ya’ll think? Does Chris Brown smoke? As a group: nodding yes and saying yes….hands raised….3 hands do not think he smokes Riley: Well, he does. There is a cigarette in his hand right there. So he smoked for a while at least. Now to Billy Ray Cyrus. Hands up if he does. As a group: 2 hands raised Riley: And who thinks he doesn’t? As a group: 6 hands raised Riley: Okay, well he doesn’t, but his daughter does. *(laughter)* Riley: Mary Kate Olsen, she is on the right. Gosh full house. As a Group: 9 hands raised Riley: Alright, well she does. And then our good friend, Oprah. Briana: Nobody thinks Oprah smokes? As a group: shaking no of their heads Riley: Good, she doesn’t. The next one is Rihanna. Who thinks she does? As a group: All hands raised Riley: Who thinks she doesn’t? As a group: No hands raised Riley: Oh, there she is lighting her cigarette. *(laughter)* Riley: Alright, so now I have a little video the Truth campaign. *(slight technical difficulties with the video)* *(Video is plays)*
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Riley: Well, there are a lot of celebrities that smoke. And a lot of celebrities that kind of try to sell smoking and they try to do that because they think that’s cool and everything. And that’s where we get the initial thought that smoke is cool for you. It relieves pressure and makes them feel good and yeah, I think that’s it. Briana: So I have a question. “So when it comes to the celebrities, were you guys surprised by certain celebrities that did smoke and certain ones that didn’t? Or the celebrities who were smokers were kind of like I knew they smoked? So for example, Rihanna, everyone knows bad girl Ri Ri. *(laughter)* Briana: Say for instance that she didn’t smoke. Why would you think that she smoked cigarettes even if she didn’t just base it off of what you know about Rihanna. Girl (in white): Because she’s bad girl Ri Ri. *(laughter)* Girl (in white): I feel like she does it more publically, like you can see on social media and videos. Maybe like her reputation that’s bad. Briana: Because she went from a sweet/innocent person to…she just came out one day and was bad girl Ri Ri. Do you think she does any other behaviors that might promote her to smoke as well? Girl (in pink): I think I’ve seen a picture of her smoking a blunt. I’m not saying that to be funny, I literally saw a picture. Like if she smokes a blunt she probably smokes cigarettes too. Briana: So you feel that smoking weed is a correlation with smoking cigarettes? Girl (in pink): Not necessarily, but I feel like cigarettes are pretty tame compared to that so if she’s smoking weed she’s probably smoking cigarettes. Briana: So let’s switch to Billy Ray Cyrus now. When we put his picture up everyone raised their hand for Billy Ray except he doesn’t smoke cigarettes. So why would you think he smokes cigarettes? Girl (in white): Because he’s country Briana: So since you think he’s a country guy, most country guys would some cigarettes? Girl (in white): Yeah, cowboys always have cigarettes in their mouths. Briana: That’s a good way to go about it. Of course everyone knows Oprah doesn’t smoke cigarettes. But say for instance that she did and we just didn’t know about it because it’s not public knowledge. Why do you think she doesn’t smoke them at all? Guy (in white): I used to watch Oprah every day as a little kid and she had like Dr. Oz on there all the time so I just figured someone who’s that involved in their own health wouldn’t smoke cigarettes.
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Briana: Okay, so it’s like something about knowing. So let me think like if I know the pool water isn’t cleaned the best do you think I would still go swimming type of thing? Like if it’s not cleaned how you would want it to be cleaned type thing. *(yes head nods)* Briana: So do any of you have any questions that you would like to ask us or any other group members about opinions and feelings about cigarette smoking. So college student cigarette smoking, like how might it benefit us? We have the socialization and the stress. So do you feel like what is your level of stress and how do you determine stress in everyday life of a college student. What all does your stress involve? I know my stress involves classes, then going straight to work after class, then to a meeting, then having to stay up until 4 am to finish my homework assignments because I’m trying to graduate in 4 years. So what creates your stress for you? Girl (in grey): Mainly just classes Girl (in pink): Nursing school Briana: Okay, anything else? Girl (black sleeves): I feel like drama between a group of friends or family maybe dealing with illness. Briana: So personal situations? You said illness, so like if someone in your family is sick you might develop a new habit to deal with that. Does anyone have any other levels of stress? Like do you have a job that just drives them up a wall? Well that’s good that you guys don’t have that. When it comes to smoking, what age do you think it all starts? Do you think it starts at an early age or late age? What’s an early age to you? Guy (in grey): 15 Briana: Are there any other ages that you think they might start at in your opinion? And this is even if you don’t smoke. These questions are to be bias towards smokers and nonsmokers. It’s just our opinion so even if it’s just a friend or family member you might know. Does anyone think it might start at an earlier age or later age than 15? Girl (black sleeves): I feel like it all depends on where you come from. Your group of friends in high school. Like if they do it you might be over one night and try it then it forms a habit later on down the line. If you have a family where the mom and dad smoke cigarettes then it might be easier to say oh it helps them so I might just start it when I get out of the house. Briana: So picking up the behavior from other people. So do you think when one starts to smoke cigarettes that it’s always they’ve seen someone else or been introduced by another person. Or is it them thinking one day Oh I think I want to try cigarettes today or is it someone else influencing them? Girl (in white): I think usually it’s a friend or a family member just some sort of influence.
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Briana: Okay so influence is a big part of it. Okay, so I have another question and this might be really random. “At 18 you can buy cigarettes, did anyone run to the corner convenience store or gas station to buy their first pack of cigarettes at age 18?” Guy (in red): Yup Briana: Did you smoke that pack of cigarettes? You bought it just because you could. Guy (in red): Yeah, I bought that and a lottery ticket. Guy (in grey): I mean I bought a tobacco product, but it wasn’t cigarettes. Briana: I know when I was 18 my biggest thing was, “I’m going to go to the store and buy cigarettes and not smoke them, but just buy them.” Briana: So another example. Has anyone seen The Fault in Our Stars? Well if you haven’t seen it, I’m going to bring this example up. In the movie there’s a main character, a guy. And what he does, he takes cigarettes and sticks them in his mouth. He doesn’t smoke them, but he sticks them in his mouth. He rubs them between his teeth and rolls them around. And the first time he met the girl who becomes the love of his life she was like “Oh my gosh, you’re disgusting. I hate you and I hate those kinds of people. Why would you do that to yourself? You’re only killing yourself.” They are both recovering from having cancer, so that point in the movie do you feel like she was wrong for feeling like that towards him or did she just immediately gain a bias. She didn’t even know him, but she told him that he was a terrible person for smoking cigarettes. How would that make you feel if someone said that to you? Girl (in pink): I would imagine someone actually saying that out loud in the real world, but I think as she was on oxygen and couldn’t breathe she was like you can actually breathe but you’re like taking that away from yourself. So like I don’t imagine someone randomly walking down the street and they meet someone for the first time and their like, “Oh my gosh, you’re disgusting!” But like in that instance it was more, it was just because of the context. Briana: So with this character it turned out he didn’t smoke cigarettes and she found that out and it was a big sigh of relief to her. In the movie it’s kind of a problem to think that someone you really like and you meet them for the first time and you’re just doing a normal habit to you. They don’t know if you actually condone the habit or not, until they just blatantly tell you how they feel about you. Whether they like you or they don’t like you based off them thinking that you do something. So do you all feel that your behaviors are based off of how people view you? Guy (in grey): I mean, I smoke cigarettes and when I started talking to this girl last semester I hid it from her for like the first 3 weeks we were talking. I didn’t want her to judge me or for her to be scared of it. So eventually she found out and she was okay with it, but it was still the fact that I had that notion that she was going to judge me or this was going to ruin our relationship. But it didn’t end up doing that, but that thought was still there. Briana: So you actually created your own defense mechanism against another person. Okay, that’s good. So would you do that again in another relationship? (Directed to the guy in grey)
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Guy (in grey): Absolutely Briana: So every relationship you would start, you would that fact first before so they could get to know just you and then know your habit? Guy (in grey): Correct Briana: Okay, interesting. Thank you for sharing that. So does anyone else have anything they would like to share? Even if it’s not about an experience like that or how they feel about another person. Does anyone have any family members that smoke cigarettes? *(some head nods)* Briana: And how do you feel about some of those family members that do that habit? Guy (in grey): I mean it’s like my Uncles or whatever, but they’ve done it for so long and there not rude with it. They go outside in any season so it doesn’t affect me. They are bothering anyone else. Briana: How do you feel about it? (to the girl in white) Girl (in white): I mean it doesn’t bother me, but with my brother I always try to tell him bad things about smoking and try to help him stop. Because I know that he wants to stop, so I try to help him stop, but I feel like I don’t judge him for it. Briana: And when you say help him stop what do you mean by that? Like you give him facts about cigarettes. Girl (in white): Yeah, I try to make it sound bad and then they’re like “okay, thanks for telling me that.” Briana: So it’s like scare tactics. Okay has anyone else tried do that with a family member or friend? Girl (in pink): I had this patient that was in his 70s and had been smoking since he was 11. And he said that um, I asked him how he started, but I didn’t want to dive in because I had just met him that day so that would be kind of rude. But um, he said that his parents did it and his siblings did it so it was kind of just like what you did. I’m like “well I’m sure people have told you that’s not good for you.” And he was in the hospital for like breathing things and he’s like “I mean, I’m 75 and I don’t really care what people say.” He was at the point where he was so used to it that it was just the thing to do that no one could really do anything to change his mind. Riley: Alright, so Ball State has implemented a rule that says you can only smoke in the designated smoke areas. How do you all feel about that? How about smokers, how do you guys feel about not being able to go smoke a cigarette wherever? Guy (in grey): It’s inconvenient Briana: How does anyone else feel?
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Girl (in light grey): I also don’t want to feel like I have someone standing in front of the door and it’s whooshing out in your face right before you’re walking into somewhere. Briana: Another thing to is…with that law is that there used to be more designated smoking sections than there are now. I know there was one my freshmen year and sophomore year behind Lafollette called the smoking section I’m pretty sure. Everyone went there and they smoked whatever they had, but that’s where they primarily went to smoke cigarettes. And when that section closed down, I know that caused a lot turmoil because it was pushing more people off campus to smoke or to their cars. So how do people that don’t smoke feel about that or how do people that do smoke feel about that when that happens? Girl (in dark grey): I think the smoking sections were a good idea, but it was a little ridiculous to push people off campus. I mean, as long as they have a place to go it is fine. Briana: Okay, anybody else have anything? Also, a lot of places have it that you can’t smoke inside. But not even that, how do you all feel about the prices when it comes to cigarettes? Do you feel the prices are reasonable or unreasonable? Have they changed over time? Guy (in grey): They’re expensive. I try to buy the cheapest, but the best. So I try to find the middle quality. So I pay $4.70 a pack like 2 or 3 times a week so add that up and it gets pretty pricey. Briana: So you said you buy them around 2 a week? Guy (in grey): Yeah, I would say about 2 a week. So it’s probably about $10 a week. Briana: So anyone else have experience with that? Riley: Something I thought was interesting was that CVS now does not sell cigarettes and now sell things that will help you quit. So for a smoker, I’m not sure if Walgreens is going towards this or not, but being a smoker does that upset you? Guy (in grey): I’m happy about it. I hate cigarettes Riley: You hate cigarettes? Guy (in grey): Yes I hate cigarettes. Briana: Well that’s good that you hate cigarettes, but do you love to smoke? Guy (in grey): Yes, I hate cigarettes, but I love to smoke. Very ironic I know. Briana: So does anyone else feel about the fact that people are actually stopping the selling of cigarettes? Do you feel happy or unhappy about it? Girl (black sleeves): I’m happy about it. I have 7 nieces and nephews so I don’t want to take them or my kids into a store and have them see all the tobacco products. To see all those options or have the ideas about it at that age.
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Briana: So how would you all feel if one day cigarettes no longer were sold at all and they were prohibited? Would that be beneficial or not beneficial? Girl (in pink): I think it’s kind of like in schools where they are taking away all the unhealthy options. It’s like similar to that like instead of teaching people we’re giving them the choice or teaching them how to make the right decision or giving them the option they are just taking them away completely. I think people need to like make the decision on their own to do it or not. Briana: So do you all agree that people need to be in a sense more educated when it comes to cigarettes. Because we have the common knowledge that smoking cigarettes is more of a social aspect and they relieve stress. That’s the most common knowledge. Does anyone have any deeper knowledge than that with cigarettes? Does everyone know the harmful effects that go along with smoking cigarettes and can you tell me any? Guy (in grey): Lung Cancer Briana: Okay, so everyone go around and tell me one harmful effect of cigarettes. Alright so you first (guy in grey). Guy (in grey): Emphysema and Asthma Girl (in pink): Um, COPD Girl (in dark grey): I was going to say cancer Briana: Okay, we have cancer, lung issues, COPD Guy (in red): Tarter Briana: Tarter. What do you mean by tarter? Guy (in red): Like it the smoke and the tar build of tarter in your teeth. Briana: So teeth tarter build up Girl (light grey): I was going to say cancer, but she took it. Briana: Is that the only one you know or did they say all of them? It’s okay if you don’t know one off the top of your heard. Girl (light grey): I mean it’s like addicting then it could lead to other things that are more serious than cigarettes. Like with smoking there is drinking alcohol. Briana: So we have smoking brings about alcohol use. Girl (in white): Um, I would say like wrinkles around your mouth. Girl (black sleeves): I would say it would affect your breathing and working out. You want to be able to run a mile, but you wouldn’t be as good as if you didn’t smoke.
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Girl (in white): I would say yellow teeth. Briana: So we have issues with teeth, it’s addicting, lung issues, heart issues, and many other things. But yet people smoke. Do you all think the reason most people smoke is because the thought of it being stress relieving and a habit that they form. *(heads nod yes)* Briana: So now this is about habits. How long does it take for you all to develop a habit? Say you want to get into the habit of eating better, how long does it normally take you to develop a certain habit that you are trying to acquire? Girl (in pink): 21 days Briana: So we have 21 days to develop a habit. Does anyone have a personal amount of time they take to develop a habit? So we have 21 days to develop a habit. And how many days does it take to break a habit? Does anyone know? I don’t know, we’re trying to figure this out. So normally they say, how many days does it take about 30 days? Riley: 30 days Kourtney: a month Briana: So 30 days to break a habit. It only takes 21 days to develop the habit, but it will take longer to break the habit and that is without you having issues and going back or relapsing. So imagine if you tried to quit doing something 10 times but every 10 times that's times 30 of you trying to stop doing that habit. So when you’re trying to break a habit, what do you do….. when you’re trying to break a habit or develop a habit what are your methods of using? Like a lot of my friends are trying to get into the habit of working out more, so they said that they need a work out partner. So if you’re trying to develop a habit whether it’s studying better, what do you normally do to do that? Girl (in white): I mean it’s true like getting a partner, like making sure that you have friends that come with and like motivate you. Guy (in grey): Accountability Guy (in red): Like reward yourself Girl (dark grey): Like with working out more, like making time for it and actually scheduling it into your day Briana: So we need the support from our friends, our social circle, motivation, accountability. So someone telling you, you know you’ve got to come do this with me, like lets go do it, don’t slack off you need rewards and making time for it in your day. That's the biggest thing with college students like making time to do something, like if your balancing between class and work and you’ve already gotten use to your routine, the biggest thing is making time to do something. So say if someone was trying to
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quit smoking, how difficult do you think that would be for them to even think of a new habit? What would you suggest to a person who is trying to quit smoking? Guy (in grey): Just tell me Girl (in white): There’s those electronic cigarettes Briana: The electronic cigarettes. Anybody else? Girl (black sleeves): I would say working out because it takes your mind off of it and it also relieves stress which is what you get out of smoking cigarettes Briana: Okay. Other people? Girl (in pink): nicotine patches or gum Briana: Nicotine patches or gum. So just any gum or just nicotine gum Girl (in pink): Nicotine gum. I’ve heard people coming up with weird like they try to quit smoking and eat sunflower seeds constantly. Girl (light grey): Yeah I know a girl who would bring an entire massive bag of jolly ranchers to work and just suck them throughout the entire day. Briana: Does anyone else have any other things? Okay. Riley: With the e-cigarettes, does that reduce the amount of nicotine that they get? Do you all know about the e-cigarettes? Girl (in white): Like I know someone who tried it but I don’t know really Briana: So the e-cigarette is something used to like advertise a lot for people to use. Do you all believe that there are a lot of advertisements to help people quit smoking or if they are beneficial? *(some head nods yes)* Briana: So we have yes for a lot of advertisement, but do you think that they help with the things they advertise? Guy (in grey): I mean I tried e-cigs let’s see…two months ago and it worked for a little bit, but it’s not the same thing as a real cigarette. Like lighting it and inhaling actual smoke because it’s not the same. Like I don’t know how to explain it, but like the vapor does not feel the same as like tobacco smoke. But for some people it might be, I don’t know. Riley: Do you think it’s right for people to be smoking them in the building? I don’t know, last year I think I was in the communications building and there was this guy who was smoking his e-cig and he’s like there are no carcinogens that are going into the atmosphere.
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Guy (in grey): I think it’s kind of ridiculous. Like come on you should not be smoking inside. It’s just kind of ridiculous, like socially. Brianna: So you still feel that smoking an e-cigarette should be smoked outside? Guy (in grey): Yeah, or like in your own home, in private or in your car. Girl (black sleeves): I think it’s kind of rude to do it around people who aren’t used to it or people who don’t like it. So you should do it like not in front of them. You know they’re just trying to walk to class or they’re going to work or what not. Riley: And you see this in the malls when they’re selling them and people smoking them in the malls with people around and they’re like it’s not causing any problems, it’s just vapor. Guy (in grey): that's what they say at least Riley: Yeah Brianna: Has anyone ever taken the time to actually research these alternatives to see how affective they are? Guy (in grey): I mean the studies are inconclusive right now. There hasn’t really been that many studies done. They’re not regulated by the FDA. So that’s a big concern because we don’t know what’s in them. They say there’s stuff in them, but they don’t really have to say everything that’s in them. I don’t know. I guess time will tell. Girl (in pink): Is it like a method to quitting or is it just an alternative so there’s not smoke all over the place? Riley: I think it’s an alternative for like quitting and they say it’s for people that need to smoke in buildings, in their office, they can have a quick smoke break. Guy (in grey): I think with the e-cigarettes their slogan is Take Your Freedom Back or something like that. Briana: So do you all feel that that’s a big thing of take Your Freedom Back…do you feel that providing things like that like e-cigarettes or anything like that of the sort is actually empowering to smokers? That in some ways it’s giving them the right to still get the habit in? Riley: Alright, so do you think the nicotine gum or just quitting cold turkey is best. What do you think a really good method is? Because I know that people when they smoke, they have to have that nicotine or they have those withdrawals and it’s not very fun to go through or pleasant. It’s not like heroine, so that’s good. *(laughs)* Riley: So what do you think, the nicotine gum or quitting cold turkey because I know that my grandmother when she quit, she quit cold turkey. She was like over it, yeah it was bad. We ripped up her
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cigarettes and she was done because she knew that her grandkids if they ever got into this habit that it would be a bad habit so she wanted to be a role model for us. So what do you think? Nicotine gum or quitting cold turkey? Briana: Or any alternative Riley: Yeah, any alternative. Girl (dark grey): I think it just depends on the person Girl (light grey): I think if their thoroughly motivated to quit then like you can quit cold turkey, but if you’re not you’re going to need something else to keep you distracted. Briana: So do you guys have any questions for us or anything you would like us to find out when it comes to cigarettes? Well we definitely will look into the e-cigarettes and the FDA because I definitely didn’t know that they weren’t supported by that. Riley: And we really want to thank you guys for coming to this. Like taking time out of your day to come to our focus group and just for coming we have some Pita-Pit coupons, um, I mean you can take as many as you want. I’ll give you like 4. You can use them multiple times. Briana: So we will give you guys all the coupons and we will be having another focus group, but the next one will be different. This one is more for us to get information from you guys. You guys are our population we are aiming towards. College population and even if you don’t smoke or you do smoke or know people that do, please send them our way. My email is still on the Facebook page or if you have friends in here let them know too and I can contact them. We are all college students, we all have habits that we might not be proud of, but it’s just beneficial for us to know because we are trying to make the world a healthier place and we need your input. So yeah, thank you for coming. *(Claps)*
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Focus Group #1 shaping social marketing plan The focus of our social marketing plan is to bridge the gap between current smokers and smoking cessation programs on the campus of Ball State University. The intent of Break the Crave is to ensure that a reasonable portion of current smokers participate in at least two of the smoking cessation programs offered on campus. By having conducted the initial focus group we were able to focus on the interest of current Ball State students. Our group was also able to gage the amount of students that are current smokers, and their experience with personal efforts to discontinue the habit. We were able to gain insight on factors they believe influence smoking on campus while learning about their personal perceptions on those who do smoke. The first focus group also allowed us to recognize prominent channels that students view as credible and tend to pay more attention to. Through the use of the focus group we were able to better understand their perspectives on current campaigns against cigarettes and whether they regarded them as effective. The main concentration of the first focus group was to better comprehend the reasoning behind students choosing to smoke cigarettes. We were able to learn that many students shared the common belief that cigarettes assist in relieving stress and forming new friendships. Our group went about discussing their opinions utilizing the “Man from the moon” routine, which involved students describing cigarettes and their purpose in society. One female student stated that; “Um, Well cigarettes help relieve stress. So if you’re feeling stressful, like you have a test then they’re perfect for you. Also they are popular for people our age, so you’re like from the moon, so you and I could make some friends while we smoke some cigarettes and you can make a lot of friends that way.” This was a common belief that the majority of students participating in the focus group agreed with. Our group also had to better understand the major influences that affected students initially deciding to smoke. The overall conclusion among the participants as stated by one female student was that; “I feel like it all depends on where you come from. Your group of friends in high school. Like if they do it you might be over one night and try it then it forms a habit later on down the line. If you have
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a family where the mom and dad smoke cigarettes then it might be easier to say oh it helps them so I might just start it when I get out of the house.” Another thing we were able to notice is that for students to even develop the habit it all depends on availability and social acceptance. Students were asked about being able to purchase cigarettes from local retailers and only claimed to have done so because they could legally do so. However students also discussed how their habit affects their social life depending on the peer they associate with. One male stated; “I mean, I smoke cigarettes and when I started talking to this girl last semester I hid it from her for like the first 3 weeks we were talking. I didn’t want her to judge me or for her to be scared of it. So eventually she found out and she was okay with it, but it was still the fact that I had that notion that she was going to judge me or this was going to ruin our relationship. But it didn’t end up doing that, but that thought was still there.” He established that he done so as a defense mechanism and would continue to do so in every romantic relationship he developed. Conducting the focus group allowed us to conclude that our marketing strategy had to grab the attention of students, and be something that not only they enjoyed but their social circle as well. This caused us to create a kick-off event that would involve the mascot Charlie Cardinal wearing boxing gloves as he chases an individual dressed in a cigarette costume around the scramble light. The scramble light is a primary area that many students agreed they would have to encounter throughout their standard day of classes which allows us to pass out fliers and communicate the primary purpose of our program. Our group also settled on creating a buzz throughout social media to ensure that students felt engaged in a popular social change among the campus. Lastly, the overall goal of our social marketing plan would involve collaborations with campus resources to assist students with becoming more aware of the available campus resources and actually utilizing them within the approaching academic year. With these resources students will be better able to understand their susceptibility to the negative health effects of smoking cigarettes can cause in order to discontinue their cigarette use.
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Messages Objective #1: By March 2016, 60% of Ball State University students who are current smokers will attend two or more smoking cessation program events held on campus. Message: Smoking cessation program events held on campus will be present for improving the lives of the students by educating them about methods to quit smoking and the benefits that quitting entails. Rationale: This message was created to raise student smokers’ awareness to campus resources that are meant to assist them with quitting smoking. By attending these events smokers will learn of the different paths that can be utilized to discontinue their cigarette use and engage with others who are dealing with the same behavior change. Based on our first focus group students that smoke want to quit but are unsure where to begin and which methods would effectively benefit them. This message explains the variety of options easily accessible on campus for students trying to quit smoking The communication channel that will be used to deliver this message is newsletters. These will promote our Break the Crave cessation program while reaching a large portion of our target audience. Attractive colored paper and various fonts will be used for the newsletter format while mentioning information about the negative consequences of cigarettes and the benefits of quitting. Welcome Week will be the start of promoting the newsletters and we will continue to do so for the following two weeks during 10am to 3pm. We will distribute these newsletters through the mailboxes of residence halls, placing them in campus buildings, and also by taping them onto the doors of campus restroom stalls. Objective# 2: By March 2016, 75% of Ball State University students who are current smokers will know 3 or more harmful toxins contained in cigarettes. Message: Increasing students’ knowledge about the toxins contained in cigarettes will lead them to realize that smoking is harmful to the human body pushing them to desire quitting. Rationale: There are hundreds of poisonous chemicals entered through the body from a single cigarette which causes harmful health effects. These toxins can cause different kinds of cancers which lead to death. On cigarette labels the harmful chemicals are listed, however our target audience does not perceive themselves to be susceptible to the expressed risks. Smokers who are aware of the harmful toxins within cigarettes will realize that



29     engaging in the unhealthy behavior of smoking will harm their body and can decrease their life expectancy. Educating student smokers about just three toxins in cigarettes can change the perception of their vulnerability and encourage them to consider quitting. Posters/flyers are the communication channel that our group has chosen to use in order to grab the attention of current smokers at Ball State University. This will include 50 posters and 300 flyers that will be distributed on bulletin boards in residence halls as well as on outdoor bulletins boards. The posters/flyers will be colorful with different size fonts that grab the attention of students. There will be two formats, one advertising our smoking cessation program in which will encourage current smokers to participate. The second format will be more informative in order to increase the awareness of the harmful health risks cigarette use can cause in order to inspire students to seek out smoking cessation programs. We will start distributing them throughout the university’s Welcome Week and the following two weeks at premier locations on campus with heavy foot traffic. These locations include the atrium and scramble light. Objective #3: By April 2016, 45% of Ball State University students will seek the assistance of Ball State University smoking cessation resources offered through the counseling center, hotlines, and support groups to quit smoking. Message: On Ball State’s campus there are helpful groups that assist smokers in getting through their difficult time with quitting smoking in order to make them feel better about their addiction and let them know they are not alone. Rationale: These messages were chosen so student smokers know that there are options on campus that can assist them with their addiction. While utilizing the counseling center, hotlines and support groups, student smokers can verbally express their opinion about their cigarette use while receiving feedback from a professional. Some students are unaware of the resources that the campus provides free of charge. These support systems can be very helpful for a smoker going through a hard time and can assist them with getting the motivation to quit smoking. The communication channel our group has chosen to reach out to student smokers is a professional/organizational channel. We are going to partner with Ball State University’s Health, Alcohol, and Drug Education center that promotes “Ready to Quit” smoking cessation program for student smokers who wish to stop smoking. This channel will assist our organization by reaching out to current smokers and offering actual



30     help that our program is aiming to promote. An appointment is scheduled at the convenience of students and Break the Crave will assist in that process as we aim to have two students sign up for the smoking cessation program every two weeks. Objective #4: By April 2016, 55% of Ball State University’s students will find healthier alternatives to relieve stress other than smoking cigarettes. Message: There are a variety of alternatives to smoking that can decrease a student’s need to smoke a cigarette such as candy, exercising, and chewing gum. Rationale: There are many alternatives that can take a current smoker’s mind off smoking and if student are made aware of these alternatives this can reduce the prevalence of cigarettes on Ball State’s campus. College students are often susceptible to picking up new habits due to them adapting to new environments such as their college campus. Finding another alternative to cigarettes that can still allow students to feel engaged in their community will assist with increasing smoking cessation throughout the campus. Social media is the communication channel that our group chose to use to convey this message so we can observe students’ behavior change before, during, and after their involvement with the smoking cessation program. This will include Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook which will be updated three times a day for six consecutive weeks starting March 2016. This will reach the student population at Ball State University due to the majority of students possessing multiple social media accounts. The posts on our social media accounts will consist of facts discussing the health risks of cigarettes; our programs contact info, and contact information for partners.
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MATERIALS Infographic Title: College smoking Where: Areas on campus with major foot traffic (i.e. Student Center, atrium, and scramble light) and through the Ball State University emailing system. Why: The reason our organization selected to spread our message using an info graphic is due to this channel being appealing and attention grabbing. Due to the material being versatile, we would be able to advertise it electronically through email and social media accounts using links. Break the Crave could also place the info graphics in the clear plastic protectors that advertise events and other local activities throughout local bars and on campus. We would place these in the residence halls, classroom, and the major building. Local business owners along with Housing and Residence Life would receive an email asking them to assist us in displaying our message. Example Email: To whom this concern, On behalf of the Break the Crave smoking cessation program, I kindly ask that members of our organization be able to place our Infographic throughout the residence halls/within your establishment. They would be put in areas that are normally heavily populated such as restrooms, entryways, and hallways. Our goal is to reduce the amount of students that our current cigarette smokers. Looking forward to your response and do appreciate any assistance you are able to offer.



Best, Michael Riley Watts
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See example Infographic in side pockets of binder. Brochure Title: College Smoking Where: Email through Ball State emailing system as a pdf offering incentives to students who open the email and read the material. Disseminate at the scramble light and place in the Ball State University Counseling Center and Health, Alcohol, and Drug Education offices. Why: Our organization will utilize a tri-fold brochure to display the different aspects of cigarette use on college campuses. The brochure will also disclose greater details about our program along with contact information for campus resources. Break the Crave will advertise an incentive for Ball State students who open the pdf version of the brochure and complete an attached quiz. We would collaborate with the Ball State University Counseling Center and Health, Alcohol, and Drug Education offices to receive assistance with distributing this material. See example brochure in side pockets of binder.
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Partnerships There are a plethora of amazing organizations that would be beneficial to seek further funding from if necessary. However, the American Lung Association is an organization that stands out by possessing the right support groups, protocols, and efforts in assisting with the cessation of cigarette smoking. This organization saves lives and is competent in educating the public about increasing lung health. The American Lung Association also gives awards and grants to organizations that are researching methods to assist individuals who plan to quit smoking. Another great organization that we would beneficial to Break the Crave is the Ball State University Counseling Center since it is easily accessible for students that are current smokers. The counseling center offers an assortment of services that are free to all students, such as self-help materials, psychological testing, and psychiatric consultation (Ball State University, 2014b). To better meet every student’s personal needs and preferences the counseling center offers individual or group counseling sessions. Lastly, the American Cancer Society would be a great partner for our program to collaborate with due to their Fresh Start smoking cessation program. The Fresh Start program is already established on campus through the Ball State University: Health, Alcohol, and Drug Education facility and is offered free to Ball State students. The program includes a motivational interview activities, practical counseling, and social support. Students are also educated on medication and approaches that can assist them with quitting cigarettes. Fresh Start is designed to help students plan a successful quit attempt by providing essential information, skills to cope with withdrawal symptoms, and group support within the Ball State community (American Cancer Society, 2009).
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